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** 100 Unique "The PLR Rockstar 10 Video Series - These videos are completely unbranded" Brand

yourself as the expert ** Professionally Written Salesletter - Includes professionally designed minisite with

unique graphics & buyer triggers known to convert into sales Receive a copy of this very salesletter to sell

your ready made video info product ** Professional Designed Marketing Video For Squeeze Page - You

will get this professionally created video proven to increase sales page conversions. ** Graphics

Collection - You'll receive a different banners and ecover sizes to help you promote your site! ** Matching

Video Squeeze Page and Professional Marketing Video For Squeeze Page - You will get this

professionally created video and squeeze page proven to increase sales page conversions as well as

build a list. You also receive a PLR video with giveaway rights as a high quality opt in gift ! ** Affiliate

Promo Tools Page - The easier you make it for people to sell your product the more you'll make! You now

have a complete Affiliate Suite to offer your affiliates to make them want to promote YOUR product. ** 5

Autoresponder Emails - Follow Up with your customers with this professionally written email series. Now

you can follow up with your prospects that didnt buy the first time, just add to your autoresponder, fill in

your new domain name and you are good to go. ** Pre-made Thank You Page With Built In Backend

Streams Profit On Autopilot With Built In Relevant Recommended Products On Your Thank You Page.

The money is in the backend, so show your customers these handpicked products as recommended

resources. "The PLR Rockstar" This 10 part, step by step video course shows you a simple (yet

extremely powerful) method of creating profitable digital information products from other people's work,

using private label rights -- FAST. If you venture into the world of PLR without any training, then good

luck. Youll waste countless hours of your time and youll have products that nobody will want to buy (or

have already bought !) to show for all your effort. Plus the hassle of competing with all the other PLR

owners out there. Some people make their living just by buying and selling PLR products. Theyve got this
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down to a science and if you dont know these secrets, then you wont make money with PLR. Have you

ever bought a PLR product which promised riches on the salesletter but then found the product to be

terrible after buying it? The more horrible a PLR product is, the lengthier a process itll be to revamp it.

Trust me Ive been there And thats not all its not just about the content. There are common mistakes that

inexperienced PLR marketers make that will cost you a lot of money. Make these mistakes and your PLR

products will not be any different than the junk that is already on your hard drive. In fact it could end up

worse, even when you've spent hours trying to get it together! This section of the video series is

important. It's where I basically tell you what not to do when trying to make money with PLR.
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